
Calling phone numbers in Mexico. 
This confused me for awhile and I still need to use the formulas below sometimes. Hope this to be useful if  you need to 
contact someone while here or before you arrive. 
These examples are for calls made to and within the Cancun/Riviera Maya areas. For other parts of Mexico, the prefixes 
and/or area codes may be different.  
 
 
Calling a landline FROM the US or Canada: 
Dial 011 +52 +(area code) + 7 digit number. 
example: 011 52 998 208 7277  
 
 
Calling a Mexico Cell Phone FROM the US or Canada: 
Dial 011 +52 +1 +(area code ) + 7 digit number. 
example: 011 52 1 998 184 6666 
 
 
 
Land-Line Phone Calls Within Mexico:  
Land-line to local land-line: Dial the seven digit number (i.e. 208 7277  
Land-line to long distance land-line: Dial 01 & the ten digit number (i.e. 01 998 208 7277) 
Land-line to local cell phone: Dial 044 & the ten digit number (i.e. 044 998 184 6666) **changing Aug 3rd 
Land-line to long distance cell phone: Dial 044 & the ten digit number (i.e. 044 1 998 184 6666) **changing Aug 3rd 
 
 
**AUGUST 3rd & After:  
Land-line to local cell phone: Dial the ten digit number (i.e. 998 184 6666) 
Land-line to long distance cell phone: Dial 1 and the ten digit number (i.e. 1 998 184 6666) 
 
 
 
Cell-Phone Calls Within Mexico:  
Cell phone to local or long distance land-line: Dial the ten digit number (i.e. 998 208 7277)  
Cell phone to local or long distance cell phone: Dial the ten digit number (i.e. 998 184 6666) 
*If these do not work, try using the formula as you would calling from the US to Mexico. It helps sometimes to have the 
numbers pre-programmed in your cell already.  
 
 
Emergencies in Mexico: 911 
 
 
ATT’s international phone plans for using your ATT phone in the USA & Mexico with no special charges does work.  Note 
that it does take some special dialing to get the ATT plan to work here:  Add +521 if you’re calling a Mexico cell phone. … 
If you’re calling a Mexico landline,  add +52. 
Notice that the “+”  automatically directs your call to an international switch-board-computer. 
 
 
Also note that WhatsApp is used the most here in Mexico for cell phone calls and texts. It’s a free app that can be 
downloaded to your cellphone from PlayStore. From a US or Canada cell phone you have to enter the number like this in 
WhatsApp or in your Phone contacts. +52 1 998 184 6666 (cell number). You must put in the + sign. Hint, if you added 
the formula above to your phone contacts correctly, you should see the WhatsApp symbol (the green one shown below) 
next to the number.   

 
 
ADE DMC's numbers. These are always on our vouchers as well. Remember to use the formulas above based on 
landline or cell calls. 
 
Office (landline) Mon - Fri 8am - 1pm. 52 998 208 7277 
Lynn Mohr - Is a US number, but will only work in WhatsApp. 651 447 6383. (Use Anytime) 
After Office hours/Weekends - (Lynn personal Mexico cell number) 52 1 998 184 6666 
24/7 (Operations Cell number) - 52 1 998 116 9484 


